Diagnosis of occupational hypersensitivity pneumonitis.
To discuss the diagnostic methods currently used in the study of patients with hypersensitivity pneumonitis, with special emphasis on the most recent contributions published in the medical literature regarding the diagnosis of occupational hypersensitivity pneumonitis (OHP). This review presents an update of the use of these diagnostic tests, a controversial issue among experts. In spite of the multiple attempts at systematization and the publication of expert consensus statements, standardizing and diagnostic methods and criteria remain particularly difficult. As a result, centers tend to rely on their own experience and establish diagnosis by consensus among their multidisciplinary teams. Though recommendable in many ways, this method presents significant limitations. Diagnosis of OHP should be made with a thorough clinical history of the symptoms and clinical signs as well as a meticulous review, if possible by an expert, of possible exposures in the working environment; a meticulous physical examination; high-resolution computed tomography of the thorax; serum determination of specific immunoglobuline Gs; bronchoalveolar lavage and possibly cryobiopsy; fungal culture; and, when appropriate, a specific inhalation challenge test with the suspected antigen.